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Thanku
A stunning new picture book from Newbery Medalist
Kwame Alexander and Caldecott Honoree Melissa
Sweet! This New York Times bestselling duo has
teamed up for the first time to bring you How to Read
a Book, a poetic and beautiful journey about the
experience of reading. Find a tree—a black tupelo or
dawn redwood will do—and plant yourself. (It’s okay if
you prefer a stoop, like Langston Hughes.) With these
words, an adventure begins. Kwame Alexander’s
evocative poetry and Melissa Sweet’s lush artwork
come together to take readers on a sensory journey
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between the pages of a book.

And Then You Know
A buoyant, breathtaking poem from Juan Felipe
Herrera — brilliantly illustrated by Caldecott Honoree
Lauren Castillo — speaks to every dreaming heart.
Have you ever imagined what you might be when you
grow up? When he was very young, Juan Felipe
Herrera picked chamomile flowers in windy fields and
let tadpoles swim across his hands in a creek. He
slept outside and learned to say good-bye to his
amiguitos each time his family moved to a new town.
He went to school and taught himself to read and
write English and filled paper pads with rivers of ink
as he walked down the street after school. And when
he grew up, he became the United States Poet
Laureate and read his poems aloud on the steps of
the Library of Congress. If he could do all of that . . .
what could you do? With this illustrated poem of
endless possibility, Juan Felipe Herrera and Lauren
Castillo breathe magic into the hopes and dreams of
readers searching for their place in life.

Breathe and Be
I breathe slowly in, I breathe slowly out. My breath is
a river of peace. I am here in the world. Each moment
I can breathe and be. Hear thunder crash, feel your
toes touch sand, and watch leaves drift softly away on
a quiet stream. The simple poems in Breathe and Be
help children learn mindfulness as they connect to the
beauty of the natural world. Mindfulness teaches us
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how to stay calm, soothe our emotions, and
appreciate the world around us. Whether we’re
watching tiny colored fish darting in the water or
exploring the leaves, branches, and roots of a
towering tree, the thoughtful words and the lovely art
of Breathe and Be remind us how much joy we can
find by simply living with awareness and inner peace.
Ages 4–8

Ubiquitous
This little-known poem by the beloved poet is filled
with playful rhymes that are complemented by
vibrant watercolors.

Animal Ark
“A venerated creator. An adored, tragic interpreter.
An uncomplicated, memorable melody. Ambiguous,
evocative words. Faith and uncertainty. Pain and
pleasure.” Today, “Hallelujah” is one of the mostperformed rock songs in history. It has become a
staple of movies and television shows as diverse as
Shrek and The West Wing, of tribute videos and
telethons. It has been covered by hundreds of artists,
including Bob Dylan, U2, Justin Timberlake, and k.d.
lang, and it is played every year at countless
events—both sacred and secular—around the world.
Yet when music legend Leonard Cohen first wrote and
recorded “Hallelujah,” it was for an album rejected by
his longtime record label. Ten years later, charismatic
newcomer Jeff Buckley reimagined the song for his
much-anticipated debut album, Grace. Three years
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after that, Buckley would be dead, his album largely
unknown, and “Hallelujah” still unreleased as a single.
After two such commercially disappointing outings,
how did one obscure song become an international
anthem for human triumph and tragedy, a song each
successive generation seems to feel they have
discovered and claimed as uniquely their own?
Through in-depth interviews with its interpreters and
the key figures who were actually there for its original
recordings, acclaimed music journalist Alan Light
follows the improbable journey of “Hallelujah” straight
to the heart of popular culture. The Holy or the Broken
gives insight into how great songs come to be, how
they come to be listened to, and how they can be
forever reinterpreted.

A Stick Is an Excellent Thing
Grace, dignity, and eloquence have long been
hallmarks of Maya Angelou’s poetry. Her measured
verses have stirred our souls, energized our minds,
and healed our hearts. Whether offering hope in the
darkest of nights or expressing sincere joy at the
extraordinariness of the everyday, Maya Angelou has
served as our common voice. Celebrations is a
collection of timely and timeless poems that are an
integral part of the global fabric. Several works have
become nearly as iconic as Angelou herself: the
inspiring “On the Pulse of Morning,” read at President
William Jefferson Clinton’s 1993 inauguration; the
heartening “Amazing Peace,” presented at the 2005
lighting of the National Christmas Tree at the White
House; “A Brave and Startling Truth,” which marked
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the fiftieth anniversary of the United Nations; and
“Mother,” which beautifully honors the first woman in
our lives. Angelou writes of celebrations public and
private, a bar mitzvah wish to her nephew, a birthday
greeting to Oprah Winfrey, and a memorial tribute to
the late Luther Vandross and Barry White. More than
a writer, Angelou is a chronicler of history, an
advocate for peace, and a champion for the planet, as
well as a patriot, a mentor, and a friend. To be shared
and cherished, the wisdom and poetry of Maya
Angelou proves there is always cause for celebration.

A Song about Myself
Miniature people who live in an old country house by
borrowing things from the humans are forced to
emigrate from their home under the clock.

Out of Wonder
In a searing historical novel, Tonya Bolden illuminates
post-Reconstruction America in an intimate portrait of
a determined young woman who dares to seize the
opportunity of a lifetime. As a young black woman in
1880s Savannah, Essie's dreams are very much at
odds with her reality. Ashamed of her beginnings, but
unwilling to accept the path currently available to her,
Essie is trapped between the life she has and the life
she wants. Until she meets a lady named Dorcas
Vashon, the richest and most cultured black woman
she's ever encountered. When Dorcas makes Essie an
offer she can't refuse, she becomes Victoria.
Transformed by a fine wardrobe, a classic education,
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and the rules of etiquette, Victoria is soon welcomed
in the upper echelons of black society in Washington,
D. C. But when the life she desires is finally within her
grasp, Victoria must decide how much of herself she
is truly willing to surrender.

Echo Echo
Presents a collection of twenty poems written in
tribute to well-known poets from around the world.

Talking to the Sun
This poetry anthology, edited by Miranda Paul,
explores a wide range of ways to be grateful (from
gratitude for a puppy to gratitude for family to
gratitude for the sky) with poems by a diverse group
of contributors, including Joseph Bruchac, Margarita
Engle, Cynthia Leitich Smith, Naomi Shihab Nye,
Charles Waters, and Jane Yolen.

National Geographic Book of Animal
Poetry
A stunning celebration of girlhood around the world,
from the New York Times Featuring and photographed
by young women, This Is 18 is an immersive look at
what it means to be on the cusp of adulthood around
the world and across cultures. Twenty-two
empowering and uniquely personal profiles, expanded
from the New York Times interactive feature and
curated by Gender Editor Jessica Bennett, with Sandra
Stevenson, Anya Strzemien, and Sharon Attia, give
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teen readers a rare glimpse at the realities and
interests of their contemporaries. With stunning
photography and a gifty design, This Is 18 is a perfect
tribute to girlhood for readers of all ages.

Surf's Up
A collage-illustrated collection of poems and spirituals
inspired by the life and work of civil rights advocate
Fannie Lou Hamer.

Sail Away
Six fictional characters, in cycles of linked poems,
relate their memories of the historic day in 1963 when
more than 250,000 people from across the United
States joined together to march on Washington, D.C.,
calling for civil and economic rights for African
Americans.

The Holy or the Broken
A collection of illustrated poems that reflects the
experiences and feelings of African American children
living in big cities.

Voices from the March on Washington
New York Times bestseller ∙ Indie Next Pick You gotta
know the rules to play the game. Ball is life. Take it to
the hoop. Soar. What can we imagine for our lives?
What if we were the star players, moving and
grooving through the game of life? What if we had our
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own rules of the game to help us get what we want,
what we aspire to, what will enrich our lives?
Illustrated with photographs by Thai Neave, The
Playbook is intended to provide inspiration on the
court of life. Each rule contains wisdom from inspiring
athletes and role models such as Nelson Mandela,
Serena Williams, LeBron James, Carli Lloyd, Steph
Curry and Michelle Obama. Kwame Alexander also
provides his own poetic and uplifting words, as he
shares stories of overcoming obstacles and winning
games in this motivational and inspirational book just
right for graduates of any age and anyone needing a
little encouragement.

Acoustic Rooster and His Barnyard Band
Poems and factual information about some of the
creatures that live on Planet Earth.

Bravo!
Contains a collection of poems directed towards
children which include, Summer sun, The swan, Three
little trees, and more.

Follow Follow
This history in verse celebrates the story of the
Tuskegee Airmen: pioneering African-American pilots
who triumphed in the skies and past the color barrier.

Imagine
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This prize-winning novel of a fugitive priest in Mexico
is quite simply “Graham Greene’s masterpiece” (John
Updike, The New York Review of Books). In the
Mexican state of Tabasco in the 1930s, all vestiges of
Catholicism are being outlawed by the government.
As churches are razed, icons are banned, and the
price of devotion is execution, an unnamed member
of the clergy flees. He’s known only as the “whisky
priest.” Beset by heretical vices, guilt, and an immoral
past, he’s torn between self-destruction and selfpreservation. Too modest to be a martyr, too
stubborn to follow the law, and too craven to take a
bullet, he now travels as one of the
hunted—attending, in secret, to the spiritual needs of
the faithful. When a peasant begs him to return to
Tabasco to hear the confessions of a dying man, the
whisky priest knows it’s a trap. But it’s also his
duty—and possibly his salvation. Named by Time
magazine as one of the hundred best Englishlanguage novels written since 1923, The Power and
the Glory is “a violent, raw” work on “suffering,
strained faith, and ultimate redemption” (The
Atlantic).

You Can Fly
Winner of the Randolph Caldecott Medal and the
Coretta Scott King Illustrator Award Jean-Michel
Basquiat and his unique, collage-style paintings
rocketed to fame in the 1980s as a cultural
phenomenon unlike anything the art world had ever
seen. But before that, he was a little boy who saw art
everywhere: in poetry books and museums, in games
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and in the words that we speak, and in the pulsing
energy of New York City. Now, award-winning
illustrator Javaka Steptoe's vivid text and bold artwork
echoing Basquiat's own introduce young readers to
the powerful message that art doesn't always have to
be neat or clean--and definitely not inside the lines--to
be beautiful.

Inventing Victoria
A howling wolf, a stalking tiger, a playful panda, a
dancing bird - pairing the stunning photography of
National Geographic photographer Joel Sartore with
the delicate poetry of Newbery award-winning author
Kwame Alexander, this lush picture book celebrates
the beauty, diversity, and fragility of the animal world.
Featuring more than 40 unique animal portraits, the
pages invite kids to explore each creature's markings,
textures, and attributes in stunning detail, while
calling on all of us to help protect each and every one.
Three picture-packed gatefolds inside showcase even
more familiar and exotic species. These images are
part of Sartore's lifelong project to photograph every
animal in the world, with special attention given to
disappearing and endangered species.

Celebrations
New York Times bestselling authors Kwame Alexander
and Mary Rand Hess (Solo) tell this lyrical story about
hope, courage, and love that speaks to anyone who’s
struggled to find their voice. And the surprise ending
shines a spotlight on the issues related to our current
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social divide, challenging perspectives and inspiring
everyone to make their voice heard. When America is
not so beautiful, or right, or just, it can be hard to
know what to do. Best friends Walt and Noah decide
to use their voices to grow more good in the world,
but first they’ve got to find cool. Walt is convinced
junior year is their year, and he has a plan to help
them woo the girls of their dreams and become
amazing athletes. Never mind that he and Noah failed
to make the high school baseball team yet again, and
Noah’s love interest since third grade, Sam, has him
firmly in the friend zone. Noah soon finds himself
navigating the worlds of jazz, batting cages, the
strange advice of Walt’s Dairy Queen-employed
cousin, as well as Walt’s “Hug Life” mentality. Status
quo seems inevitable until Noah stumbles on a stash
of old love letters. Each page contains the words he’s
always wanted to say to Sam, and he begins secretly
creating artwork using the lines that speak his heart.
But when his private artwork becomes public, Noah
has a decision to make: continue his life in the dugout
and possibly lose the girl forever, or take a swing and
finally speak out? At the same time, numerous
American flags are being left around town. While
some think it’s a harmless prank and others see it as
a form of peaceful protest, Noah can’t shake the
feeling something bigger is happening to his
community. Especially after he witnesses events that
hint divides and prejudices run deeper than he
realized. As the personal and social tensions increase
around them, Noah and Walt must decide what is
really true when it comes to love, friendship, sacrifice,
and fate. Swing: Is written by New York Times
bestselling author and Newbery Medal and Coretta
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Scott King Honor Book Award-winner Kwame
Alexander Is a young adult fiction novel told through
Kwame’s one-of-a-kind free-verse poetry Is ripe with
themes of hope, courage, and love Masterfully
combines jazz, art, baseball, friendship, and love into
what many are calling “Kwame’s best book yet”
Tackles some of the most painful social issues of
today, including racial prejudice

Swing
A celebration of mermaids, wildernesses of waves,
and the creatures of the deep through poems by
Langston Hughes and cut-paper collage illustrations
by multiple Coretta Scott King Award–winner Ashley
Bryan. The great African-American poet Langston
Hughes penned poem after poem about the majesty
of the sea, and the great African-American artist
Ashley Bryan, who’s spent more than half his life on a
small island, is as drawn to the sea as much as he
draws the sea. Their talents combine in this
windswept collection of illustrated poems—from “The
Negro Speaks of Rivers” to “Seascape,” from “Sea
Calm” to “Sea Charm”— that celebrates all things
oceanic.

Voice of Freedom
When a jazz-loving rooster sets his sights on winning
a barnyard talent show, he realizes he can't do it as a
solo act. He's up against the talents of Mules Davis's
cool duo and Ella Finchgerald's singing group.
Acoustic Rooster calls on friends like pianist Duck
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Ellington, singer Bee Holiday, and percussionist piggy
Pepe Ernesto Cruz. Together, the foursome makes
beautiful music as they rock the barnyard. And while
they may not win first prize, Acoustic Rooster realizes
he has the world's best jazz band and that's all that
matters. Colorful artwork from artist Tim Bowers
(Memoirs of a Goldfish) ensures this story doesn't
miss a beat. A glossary of musical terms and
instruments rounds out this perfect introduction to
jazz for young readers. Kwame Alexander is a poet,
publisher, and an award-winning producer of literary
programs. He has written for television, the stage,
and authored 13 books. He conducts
writing/publishing workshops at schools and
conferences throughout the country. Kwame lives in
the Washington, D.C. area. Tim Bowers has illustrated
more than 25 children's books, garnering such awards
as the Chicago Public Library's "Best of the Best" list.
His work for Sleeping Bear includes First Dog and First
Dog's White House Christmas. Tim lives in Granville,
Ohio.

WHEREAS
Poems from various time periods and many countries
are organized by theme and illustrated with
reproductions of art works from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York.

The Undefeated
Imagine having a Newbery Medal-winning author in
your classroom as an advisor and a friend, providing
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personal and practical advice on how to teach writing
workshop in the modern-day classroom. With The
Write Thing, you can do just that! Kwame Alexander is
the New York Times-bestselling author of The
Crossover. With more than 10 years of experience
conducting writing workshops in schools, Alexander
shows how to shake up the "traditional" writing
workshop and make writing fun again! His magnetic
personality, infectious enthusiasm, and love of
teaching come through to inspire all students to write.
The Write Thing teaches you how to move students
step-by-step from ideas, to drafts, to finished works.
Not only will you successfully motivate your students
to write, you'll take that motivation one step further
by providing guidance on how to create studentdriven publications of their work. The confidence
students will attain when they see their writing
authentically published will be off the charts! The
book has three parts: Writing, Publishing, and
Presenting. The Writing section features Lessons in
Action that teach students to produce writing that is
worthy of being published. With a focus on poetry,
Alexander's writing workshop uniquely meets the
needs of reluctant writers. The Publishing section
focuses on how to prepare and print digital and
physical copies of students' work. The Presenting
section provides suggestions to help students
confidently present their poetry and other written
pieces. Other exciting features include Kwame Time!
videos for both teachers and students that bring
Alexander into the classroom. Kwame's Quick Tips
feature easy-to-implement ideas that have worked for
Alexander. With an insightful foreword by author
Kylene Beers, teacher success stories, and the most
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helpful appendix ever written, this essential resource
will teach you how to tailor writing workshop to meet
the particular needs of your students.

This Is 18
The Newbery Award-winning author of THE
CROSSOVER pens an ode to black American triumph
and tribulation, with art from a two-time Caldecott
Honoree. Originally performed for ESPN's The
Undefeated, this poem is a love letter to black life in
the United States. It highlights the unspeakable
trauma of slavery, the faith and fire of the civil rights
movement, and the grit, passion, and perseverance of
some of the world's greatest heroes. The text is also
peppered with references to the words of Martin
Luther King, Jr., Langston Hughes, Gwendolyn Brooks,
and others, offering deeper insights into the
accomplishments of the past, while bringing stark
attention to the endurance and spirit of those
surviving and thriving in the present. Robust back
matter at the end provides valuable historical context
and additional detail for those wishing to learn more.

The Write Thing: Kwame Alexander
Engages Students in Writing Workshop
Whether it is basketball dreams, family fiascos, first
crushes, or new neighborhoods, this bold
anthology—written by the best children’s authors
including Kwame Alexander, Soman Chainani,
Jacqueline Woodson, and many more—celebrates the
uniqueness and universality in all of us. "Will resonate
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with any kid who's ever felt different—which is to say,
every kid." —Time In a partnership with We Need
Diverse Books, industry giants Kwame Alexander,
Soman Chainani, Matt de la Peña, Tim Federle, Grace
Lin, Meg Medina, Walter Dean Myers, Tim Tingle, and
Jacqueline Woodson join newcomer Kelly J. Baptist in
a story collection that is as humorous as it is heartfelt.
This impressive group of authors has earned among
them every major award in children’s publishing and
popularity as New York Times bestsellers. From these
distinguished authors come ten distinct and vibrant
stories. “There’s plenty of magic in this collection to
go around.” —Booklist, Starred “A natural for middle
school classrooms and libraries.” —Kirkus Reviews,
Starred “Inclusive, authentic, and eminently
readable.” —School Library Journal, Starred “Thought
provoking and wide-ranging . . . should not be
missed.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “Read more
books by these authors.” —The Bulletin, Starred

Booked
Presents a collection of poems that from top to
bottom they mean one thing and then reverse the
lines and read from bottom to top they mean
something else.

The Playbook
The astonishing, powerful debut by the winner of a
2016 Whiting Writers' Award WHEREAS her birth
signaled the responsibility as mother to teach what it
is to be Lakota therein the question: What did I know
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about being Lakota? Signaled panic, blood rush my
embarrassment. What did I know of our language but
pieces? Would I teach her to be pieces? Until a friend
comforted, Don’t worry, you and your daughter will
learn together. Today she stood sunlight on her
shoulders lean and straight to share a song in Diné,
her father’s language. To sing she motions
simultaneously with her hands; I watch her be in
multiple musics. —from “WHEREAS Statements”
WHEREAS confronts the coercive language of the
United States government in its responses, treaties,
and apologies to Native American peoples and tribes,
and reflects that language in its officiousness and
duplicity back on its perpetrators. Through a virtuosic
array of short lyrics, prose poems, longer narrative
sequences, resolutions, and disclaimers, Layli Long
Soldier has created a brilliantly innovative text to
examine histories, landscapes, her own writing, and
her predicament inside national affiliations. “I am,”
she writes, “a citizen of the United States and an
enrolled member of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, meaning I
am a citizen of the Oglala Lakota Nation—and in this
dual citizenship I must work, I must eat, I must art, I
must mother, I must friend, I must listen, I must
observe, constantly I must live.” This strident,
plaintive book introduces a major new voice in
contemporary literature.

The Borrowers
Musician, botanist, baseball player, pilot—the Latinos
featured in this collection, Bravo!, come from many
different countries and from many different
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backgrounds. Celebrate their accomplishments and
their contributions to a collective history and a
community that continues to evolve and thrive today!
Biographical poems include: Aida de Acosta, Arnold
Rojas, Baruj Benacerraf, César Chávez, Fabiola
Cabeza de Baca, Félix Varela, George Meléndez, José
Martí, Juan de Miralles, Juana Briones, Julia de Burgos,
Louis Agassiz Fuertes, Paulina Pedroso, Pura Belpré,
Roberto Clemente, Tito Puente, Ynes Mexia, Tomás
Rivera

How to Read a Book
A paean to play from an award-winning poet and a
New York Times best-selling illustrator. The trappings
of childhood change from generation to generation,
but there are some timeless activities that every kid
loves. Marilyn Singer and LeUyen Pham celebrate
these universal types of play, from organized games
such as hide-and-seek and hopscotch to imaginative
play such as making mud soup or turning a stick into
a magic wand. Lyrical poems and bold illustrations
capture the energy of a group of children in one
neighborhood as they amuse themselves over the
course of a summer day. At a time when childhood
obesity rates are soaring and money is tight for many
families, here is a book that invites readers to join in
the fun of active play with games that cost nothing.

A Child's Book of Poems
In an astonishing unfurling of our universe, Newbery
Honor winner Marion Dane Bauer and Caldecott Honor
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winner Ekua Holmes celebrate the birth of every child.
Before the universe was formed, before time and
space existed, there was . . . nothing. But then . . .
BANG! Stars caught fire and burned so long that they
exploded, flinging stardust everywhere. And the ash
of those stars turned into planets. Into our Earth. And
into us. In a poetic text, Marion Dane Bauer takes
readers from the trillionth of a second when our
universe was born to the singularities that became
each one of us, while vivid illustrations by Ekua
Holmes capture the void before the Big Bang and the
ensuing life that burst across galaxies. A seamless
blend of science and art, this picture book reveals the
composition of our world and beyond — and how we
are all the stuff of stars.

Radiant Child
New York Times bestseller! Blade never asked for a
life of the rich and famous. In fact, he’d give anything
not to be the son of Rutherford Morrison, a washed-up
rock star and drug addict with delusions of a
comeback. Or to no longer be part of a family known
most for lost potential, failure, and tragedy, including
the loss of his mother. The one true light is his
girlfriend, Chapel, but her parents have forbidden
their relationship, assuming Blade will become just
like his father. In reality, the only thing Blade and
Rutherford have in common is the music that lives
inside them. And songwriting is all Blade has left after
Rutherford, while drunk, crashes his high school
graduation speech and effectively rips Chapel away
forever. But when a long-held family secret comes to
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light, the music disappears. In its place is a letter, one
that could bring Blade the freedom and love he’s
been searching for, or leave him feeling even more
adrift. “A contemporary hero’s journey, brilliantly
told.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review “A rhythmic,
impassioned ode to family, identity, and the history of
rock and roll.” —Booklist, starred review “Many
readers will identify with Blade’s struggle to find his
place in a family where he feels like an outsider.”
—Publishers Weekly “The authentic character
development and tone will strike a chord with young
adults.” —School Library Journal

Bronzeville Boys and Girls
A collection of poems from the 2015 Newbery
Medalist, Kwame Alexander If I can have a literary
son, I like to think it is Kwame AlexanderHard worker,
truth seeker, soul sharer. --Nikki Giovanni Like the
minimalist, melodic, melancholy music of 20th
century French Composer Erik Satie, poet Kwame
Alexander's parsed, fecund words dance their way
into one's heart, headand soul. --Eric W. Feber,
Virginia Pilot-Ledger Dtar

One Last Word
Combines photography with lyrical text celebrating
the animal world, in a compilation that includes works
by such poets as Emily Dickinson, Robert Frost and
Rudyard Kipling.

The Stuff of Stars
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""

Solo
NorthSouth Books will make a splash with Surf's Upby
Newbery Medal winner Kwame Alexander, illustrated
by the talented, mischievous Daniel Miyares."

Flying Lessons & Other Stories
New York Times Bestseller ∙ National Book Award
Longlist ∙ ILA-CBC Children's Choice List ∙ ALA
Notable Children’s Book ∙ Book Links’ Lasting
Connections ∙ Kirkus Best Book ∙ San Francisco
Chronicle Best Book∙ Washington Post Best Book∙
BookPage Best Book "A novel about a soccerobsessed tween boy written entirely in verse? In a
word, yes. Kwame Alexander has the magic to pull off
this unlikely feat, both as a poet and as a storyteller. "
— The Chicago Tribune Like lightning/you strike/fast
and free/legs zoom/down field/eyes fixed/on the
checkered ball/on the goal/ten yards to go/can’t
nobody stop you/ can’t nobody cop you… In this
follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel THE
CROSSOVER, soccer, family, love, and friendship, take
center stage as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power
of words as he wrestles with problems at home,
stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of
his dreams. Helping him along are his best friend and
sometimes teammate Coby, and The Mac, a rapping
librarian who gives Nick inspiring books to read. This
electric and heartfelt novel-in-verse by poet Kwame
Alexander bends and breaks as it captures all the
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thrills and setbacks, action and emotion of a World
Cup match!

The Power and the Glory
"One Last Word is the work of a master poet."
--Kwame Alexander, Newbery Medal-winning author of
The Crossover From the New York Times bestselling
and Coretta Scott King award-winning author Nikki
Grimes comes an emotional, special new collection of
poetry inspired by the Harlem Renaissance--paired
with full-color, original art from today's most exciting
African-American illustrators. Inspired by the writers
of the Harlem Renaissance, bestselling author Nikki
Grimes uses "The Golden Shovel" poetic method to
create wholly original poems based on the works of
master poets like Langston Hughes, Georgia Douglas
Johnson, Jean Toomer, and others who enriched
history during this era. Each poem is paired with oneof-a-kind art from today's most exciting African
American illustrators--including Pat Cummings, Brian
Pinkney, Sean Qualls, James Ransome, Javaka
Steptoe, and many more--to create an emotional and
thought-provoking book with timely themes for
today's readers. A foreword, an introduction to the
history of the Harlem Renaissance, author's note,
poet biographies, and index makes this not only a
book to cherish, but a wonderful resource and
reference as well. A 2017 New York Public Library
Best Kids Book of the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best
Book of 2017, Middle Grade A School Library Journal
Best Book of 2017, Nonfiction
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